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Job Description: 

 

▪ Job Title: Paraplanner 

▪ Full-Time, base salary with additional compensation tied to percentage of client 

revenue 
 

SA Piggush Team Overview: 

 

We are a team of hard working and adaptable personalities who search for opportunities to 

better our client’s experience daily. Collaboration and communication is the underlying 

explanation of our success. Our dedication to each other and our clients is evident and, in our 

opinion, unmatched. We pride ourselves on the environment and culture we have created. 

We look forward to adding a like-minded and team centered team member. 

 

As a firm, we focus on private wealth clients, and are expanding our offering to specifically 

focus on successful business owners and their families.  We partner with them to offer total 

wealth management planning to give them both the personal financial planning and business 

owner financial planning necessary to thrive as entrepreneurs and as they transition into 

retirement.     

 

As entrepreneurs ourselves, we bring an experienced perspective and level of understanding 

of the complex opportunities and challenges that come at each stage of someone’s personal 

and business life.  Our clients need our support from launch through exit and beyond.  We 

help our clients see how all aspects of their financial life are interrelated and how each 

decision can affect their entire wealth picture.  We have developed and refined a process to 

help clients make thoughtful, informed, and proactive decisions to reach their personal and 

business goals.   

 

What it Takes: 

 

Specific Requirements: 

▪ Bachelor’s degree in finance or similar 

▪ Various licenses are preferred, but not a must.  We are looking for someone that will 

be eager to gain knowledge that will ultimately come with getting various licenses as 

this role evolves  

▪ 1-2+ years of financial services experience preferred 

 

In addition, there are several intangible qualities it will take to be truly successful in this role. 

 

▪ Scrupulous About Details 

▪ Excellent Communication/Interpersonal Skills (verbal and non-verbal)  

▪ Process Driven  

▪ Confidentiality 
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What You Will Do as the Paraplanner: 

 

▪ We work on all client plans together as firm.  In our firm, the clients are SA Piggush 

clients, not planned for any differently based on the advisor they sit with when they 

come in for meetings.  In this role your number one responsibility will be to construct 

initial and ongoing financial plans.  This includes managing the financial planning 

software we use, inputting the details of the data given during meetings, and running 

various scenarios. 

▪ We will look to you to identify any opportunities or potential risks as you prepare for 

client meetings.  It is crucial that we make certain the plans always meet the stress 

tests.   

▪ After meetings, follow up tasks are assigned, and you will be responsible for 

executing these activities to implement the financial plan.  

▪ Between in-person meetings, you will be able to support the wide array of questions 

clients will call in and ask.   

 

What You Will Earn: 

 

SA Piggush is constantly considering what more we can offer our team members. Currently 

we offer this role: 

 

▪ Competitive Compensation: Bi-weekly compensation, plus draw from client revenue, 

and performance-based bonus potential – as business performance and projections 

allow 

 

▪ Paid Time Off: We offer generous time off including personal time off, paid holidays, 

and time off between Christmas and New Year’s, as well as generous office hours 

 

▪ Health Benefits: Through Blue Cross and Blue Shield with a percentage paid by 

employer 

 

▪ Retirement Account Match: Just like we help our clients plan for and invest in their 

retirement, we help our team members as well 

 

▪ Career Growth: We are a family-owned financial firm with continual growth year after 

year. Depending on your career ambitions, with time, mentoring, and development 

we will always find ways to challenge you and promote you! 
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